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hank you for the inspiration!

This Book is dedicated to the ARA Project, the 

people and of course, the birds. It is also 

dedicated to all the families (both human 

and animal) of Costa Rica. 

T
And thank you to Duaro and Këysh 

Mayorga for your help!

emilyyozell
Sticky Note
The Ara...



tHow we say i

Pewe - (Pay - Way) 

Macaw - (mack - aw)  the largest members of the parrot family.

Almendro - (All - men - drō)  the spanish name for the mountain almond 

tree.

Manakin - (Man - ah - kin) a very small bird that lives in South and Central America.

Duarito - (Duar - ee - toe)

Enrique - (En - ree - kay)

Tirza - (Teer - zah)

Puma - (Poo - mah) Also known as a mountain lion or cougar.

Coati - (Koh - ah - tee) an animal similar the raccoon.

Bribri - (Bree - bree) an indigenous people of Costa Rica

Sibö - (See - boo) the great creator and protector of all things in Bribri religion. Is 

omniscient and omnipresent. He can take any form and is frequently associated 

with the king vulture.

Irìria - (ee - ree - ree - ah) also known as Earth Girl. She is very important for 

her role in the creation of the earth as she became mother earth.
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et me tell you a story about a 

very special little bird.
L



n a hole in an almendro tree was an 

egg. CC, the egg’s mommy sat on the egg 

to keep it warm. Mick, the egg’s daddy 

flew around gathering food for CC to eat. 

Being great green macaws, that meant 

that Mick had to collect lots of mountain 

almonds because they are so important 

to the birds.
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When the egg hatched, Pewe was born. At first, he 

was very funny looking. He was tiny and gray. 

Pewe’s eyes were closed and he had none of the 

beautiful feathers that his parents do. Pewe was 

totally helpless. Luckily CC and Mick were great 

parents and they fed him and kept him warm 

and safe, just like our mommies and 

daddies do.





 ewe grew very fast because he was fed 

on a special diet of mountain almonds 

and fruit. Soon, he had beautiful green 

feathers just like CC and Mick. Pewe’s beak 

grew big and strong, just like his parents. 

He would go to sleep to the music of the 

nighttime singers and wake up to the 

songs of the daytime creatures. 

Macaws are daytime creatures.
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S oon it was time for Pewe to come out into the 

world. He was very excited, just like you and I 

were when we were little.

“Come on, Pewe,” CC called (it would sound like 

a squawk to you and me). “You can do it!”

And he climbed right out of his nest and out 

of the tree. It was such a big and bright world! 

Pewe had a lot of learning to do.





CC and Mick worked hard to teach Pewe how 

to be a macaw. They were both very good 

teachers. They taught Pewe to fly and to 

feed himself and to groom himself. Just like 

you and me when we were little, Pewe 

would tell his mommy and daddy when he 

needed help. While CC and Mick understood 

him perfectly, to you and me Pewe’s words 

sound like “Mwah!”.





C and Mick showed Pewe how to find food using his 

powerful eyes, and how to crack almonds and other 

nuts using his strong beak. They taught him to use 

his wings to fly to safety high up in the trees. His 

mom and dad introduced him to the other birds in 

the flock. The other birds all knew that Pewe was 

special because he was the first baby in the flock. 
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t was not very long before Pewe was flying 

around exploring the forest that was his 

home. As Pewe was learning about his 

world around him, he met other animals 

that lived nearby.
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e met Jackie the orchid bee.

“Welcome to the world Pewe!” Jackie said

 as she buzzed along. 

“Mwah!” Pewe said.

“It is a perfect day to see the flowers,” Jackie said. 

She was collecting pollen from orchids

 and other flowers.

Pewe flew over to the next tree.
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e met Enrique and Emily the manakin couple.

Enrique was dancing and making his wings snap 

while Emily watched nodding her head

 to the cadence. 

“Mwah!” Pewe squawked. 

“Welcome to the world Pewe!” Emily and Enrique 

said. “Enjoy the beautiful sounds of the forest!”

Pewe watched Enrique’s dance and 

admired his yellow legs. Emily seemed to

 like them as well. 

Pewe flew to the next tree.
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 e met Fenn the hummingbird. He liked the 

humming noise that her wings made because 

they flapped so fast.

Fenn never stopped moving. She buzzed from 

flower to flower. 

“Hi Pewe,” Fenn chirped in her tiny voice. 

“Welcome! This is a perfect day for 

sipping sweet nectar!!”

“Mwah!” called Pewe. 

Then he flew another tree.
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e noticed Duarito the young iguana.

 

“Welcome to the world Pewe,” Duarito said. “There 

is nothing better than being high up in a tree!” 

“Mwah!” Pewe squawked. It was his only word. 

Then he flew on to the next tree. 
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s he landed he noticed Tirza the frog climbing 

on a leaf. She was tiny and beautiful and red. 

“ Welcome Pewe!” Tirza smiled. 

“It’s a nice afternoon to sit in the sun.” 

“Mwah!” Pewe said.
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ooking down, Pewe noticed Pop the Puma 

sitting under his tree. He wasn't afraid 

because he knew that Pop was an older 

puma who stayed on the ground. If Pewe 

was in a tree he was always safe.

“Hello Pewe,” Pop called. “It’s a perfect day to 

sit and smell flowers.”

“Mwah!” Pewe called and flew back to his 

home tree.
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fter he landed in his own tree, Pewe looked down 

and noticed Mario the coati shuffling around. “Pewe, 

could you knock some of those nuts down for me?”

“Mwah!” Pewe called and hopped to another branch 

disrupting a few almonds.

“Thanks,” Mario called as he collected the almonds 

and then he shuffled off. 
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ewe again squawked “Mwah!” 

 Pewe’s mom arrived with a nice banana. 

“Here you go,” she said.

Pewe ate the banana using his foot to hold it the 

way CC and Mick had taught him. 

Pewe was left footed just like his mommy. 
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Mwah!” Pewe squawked after finishing his banana. 

Mick flew over and helped Pewe to preen his feathers.

 No matter what Pewe sounds like to us, his mom and 

dad always know what he needs. It’s a lot like it is for 

us and our moms and dads.





t was getting dark. The nighttime singers were 

beginning their songs. The other members of 

the flock had flown off to their own trees. Pewe 

yawned. It had been a long day and he had 

learned a lot. Now he was sleepy. Pewe and 

his family climbed back into their nest in the 

tree and went to sleep. Pewe dreamed about 

his new friends and looked forward to seeing 

them in the morning.
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!The End



ibö, was planning a great feast to celebrate the creation of Earth. He sent out 

his messengers to take invitations to all of the different families (both human 

and animal). Iriria’s (Earth) Grandmother Danta and her family lived far out 

in the wilderness, so far that they almost never had visitors. Grandmother 

Danta and her family shared their house with the first parrot. One day as 

they were sitting together, the parrot began to sing

 “Pewe, pewe, pewe, pewe!”

Iriria’s Grandmother wondered “Who could be coming to visit us? We live so 

far away from everything and everyone!”

The messenger also heard the parrot calling and followed the sound.

‘Pewe! Pewe! Pewe! Pewe!” the parrot called.

Soon, Sibö’s messenger arrived because he could hear the parrot calling. The 

messenger announced that Sibö was having a celebration and delivered the 

invitation to Sibö’s feast.  Because the parrot told the messenger where they 

were, Iriria’s Grandmother and the rest of her family were able to go to the 

party! All had a joyful time at the celebration where they danced, sang and 

feasted on delicious food. All celebrated Sibö and his creation of Iriria Mother 

Earth and life!

Told by Duaro Mayorga 

     and Këysh Mayorga

The True Story of Pewe
A Bribri Tale
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Pewe and his family are Great Green Macaws. They are the second largest of the macaws and the en-

tire parrot family. All macaw species are from Central or South America and nowhere else in the 

world. All are either endangered or extinct due to the exotic pet trade/poaching and habitat loss. 

Great green macaws are especially vulnerable due to their dependence on the almendro or moun-

tain almond tree which is also endangered. This tree used to form a corridor on the Caribbean Coast 

stretching from Honduras down to Columbia though due to human encroachment, there are now 

only isolated pockets of these forests. Great green macaws almost always nest only in this tree and it 

is their main food source when they are raising young, thus due to the limited forests of the trees, 

the birds now also only exist in isolated populations. 

Like all macaws, great greens are exceptionally intelligent and extremely social living in large flocks. 

Much like us and our social groups, great greens have relationships and friendships within their 

flock. After “dating”, the great green mates for life. Much like us, they are very hands on parents. 

Great greens teach their young using modeling, vocalization and physical direction (using a foot or 

beak to direct the young the way our parents might use a hand to point or position us). In ideal cir-

cumstances, Pewe and his kind can live to around sixty years or more in the wild.
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he ARA Project or Proyecto ARA is an organization devoted to the conservation and reintroduction of 

both macaw species (Great Green Macaw/ Ara ambiguus and Scarlet Macaw/Ara macao) that are in-

digenous to Costa Rica. The ARA Project is attempting to repopulate both species through the release of 

birds that have been bred in a careful captive environment and released into the wild with the 

hope that they will reproduce wild born young, great green macaws on the Caribbean coast and 

scarlet macaws on the Pacific coast.

 In addition to release of the captive bred birds into the wild, the ARA Project also works with the lo-

cal communities to educate people of all ages regarding the importance of the birds remaining wild 

(rather than as pets) and encouraging a sustainable environment for the birds to flourish.  Working 

with and educating the communities also empowers each local individual, regardless of age as a 

steward who will continue to care for and monitor the birds’ success as well as spread the education 

to others regarding the importance of conserving both species in the wild.

Pewe is the first great green macaw born in the wild to captive parents of the ARA Project.
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